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BREAD OF LIFE

MESSAGE HIGHLIGHTS

Scripture: John 6:22-59

• Jesus wants us to find Him. 
When we focus on what’s eternal, Jesus will satisfy our temporary hunger; when we focus on what’s temporary, we 
will have an eternal hunger.

• We have a God who specializes in doing the impossible.
• What are you hungry for? What is feeding your soul?

 
GET TALKING 

Have you ever been a follower of someone; a singer or band, someone on Pinterest or social media, a preacher or 
teacher, etc.? Who and why? 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. What sustains you? Share something you cannot live without. What is it and why do you need it or love it so 
much? (Be real and authentic – Answering “Jesus” won’t be helpful unless it is actually true, and your lifestyle is 
evidence of it. 

Read John 22-59 then pray that the Holy Spirit will guide your conversation and study today. Use these questions 
where or when helpful. Do not feel you have to discuss each one.

2. What thoughts stand out or questions do you have about the scriptures you just read? Search for ways to bring 
more clarity to the passage through word study or building context. 

3. How are people today like the crowd seeking to be with Jesus? 
a.  How do we seek for the goodies or to fill our temporary hunger and miss the eternal; focusing on the gifts Jesus 
gives, not on knowing who Jesus is? 
b.  In what ways do we get stuck focusing on what we want, without being open to what we need.  
c.  What makes it so hard to believe we can receive the incredible gift of eternal life without working for it?

4. When you read verses 35-40, how does it make you feel? What does it make you think? When you come across 
something that does not make complete sense to you, how do you respond?

5. What does your spiritual life look like? What are ways you can feast on the Word of God daily?  
a.  Think about the ways you are letting yourself go hungry then grabbing all the wrong things to fill you.  
b.  What simple changes can you make that will draw you into a closer relationship with God? In other words, how 
can you get off the fast food and onto a sustainable diet for your soul?



PRAYER

Before you get into prayer, share what you have been learning  that has influenced your thoughts, actions, and 
relationships outside of worship and study time. Have you followed through with any challenges or invitations to grow 
from previous sermon messages? Did you have any prayers answered in expected or unexpected ways? How has the 
Holy Spirit been working in you?

During your prayer time consider:

• Praising God for making a way where there is no way, giving us grace and salvation that we can’t earn or deserve.

• Acknowledge the ways we choose temporary over eternal, filling ourselves on things that do not truly satisfy.

• Making our prayer requests more to do with knowing who Jesus is, than being temporarily satisfied by the signs, 
healing, and miracles that He can do.  


